WHITE  ROSE  OR WHITE  HORSE?
continued until 1731, when it came to an end with the
victory of the former.
The Non-Jurors, although limited in numbers, did
much to keep alive what enthusiasm there was in matters
of religion during the reigns of the first two Georges.
One of the earlier acts of the Whig Government, in 1717,
was to suppress Convocation, save for the transaction of
merely formal business, and it was not revived until 1852.
This stifled, as it was meant to do, all discussion, and it
is significant that the outstanding religious figure of the
period, William Law, should have been a Non-Juror,
though not an active Jacobite. The influence of the
Non-Jurors upon ecclesiastical history is now held by
many authorities to have been considerable, and there is
evidence on the doctrinal- side that it made itself felt in
the early days of the Oxford Movement. The Govern-
ment regarded them with the gravest suspicion, which
was only natural, not least because they were strongest in
that citadel of Jacobitism, Manchester.1 For the rest,
the Church of England, having sold its soul to the Whigs,
was reaping a transient material advantage from the
transaction. Its old rival of the previous century,
Presbyterianism, was dying or dead, for many of the
latter's erstwhile supporters had forsaken it for Deism or
Unitarianism. The Whigs, too, were more skilful than
Cromwell, for they permeated the Church rather than
attempted to break it by the sledge-hammer blows of the
Lord Protector. Above all, the patronage exercised by
Walpole proved a narcotic which few save Atterbury had
the strength to resist.
Sometimes, in the case of the lower orders, the zeal of
1 The chief authorities on this subject are Lothbury, T.: History of the Non-
jurors; Overtoa, J. H.: The Nonjurors\ and Broxap, H.: The Later Non-Jurors^
and A Biography of Thomas Deacon*
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